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What our editor has 
been playing:

Letter from 
the Editor

Rubbish von Trashbag

Hi my name is Ebony Dark’ness Dementia 
Raven Way and I have long ebony black 
hair (that’s how I got my name) with purple 
streaks and red tips that reaches my mid-
back and icy blue eyes like limpid tears and a 
lot of people tell me I look like Amy Lee (AN: 
if u don’t know who she is get da hell out of 
here!). 

I’m not related to Gerard Way but I wish 
I was because he’s a major fucking hottie. 
I’m a vampire but my teeth are straight and 
white. I have pale white skin. I’m also a witch, 
and I go to a magic school called Hogwarts 
in England where I’m in the seventh year (I’m 
seventeen). 

I’m a goth (in case you couldn’t tell) and I 
wear mostly black. I love Hot Topic and I buy 
all my clothes from there. For example today 
I was wearing a black corset with matching 
lace around it and a black leather miniskirt, 
pink fishnets and black combat boots. I was 
wearing black lipstick, white foundation, 
black eyeliner and red eye shadow.

 I was walking outside Hogwarts. It was 
snowing and raining so there was no sun, 
which I was very happy about. A lot of preps 
stared at me. I put up my middle finger at 
them.

“Hey Ebony!” shouted a voice. I looked 
up. It was…. Draco Malfoy!

“What’s up Draco?” I asked.
“Nothing.” he said shyly.
But then, I heard my friends call me and I 

had to go away.

Sincerley,

e d i t o r ’ s  l e t t e r



Gayming News

Anthony Marzano (Destructoid)

Cypberpunk 2077’s character creation eschews 
gender choice
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When dealing with a cyberpunk future where 
the limits of what our bodies can do are 
endless, it’s hard to apply rules and norms 
from our time. Knowing this, it only feels 
fitting that in Cyberpunk 2077 the concept of 
hard genders for the character creator has 
been augmented.

The new version of the character creator 
will allow players to choose body and voice 
types without assigning a gender to the 
character. Seeing as how the screenshots 
we saw last year showed specific gender 
choices, this is a win-win in that it creates 
a more inclusive game that also feels like a 
better fit for the world. No word yet on how 
this change will be handled with in-game 
dialogue but with your character named V it 
shouldn’t be that hard to make interactions 
more gender-neutral. According to a Reddit 
post, the option for hard gender choices will 
still be available along with the option of a 
more fluid character.

Speaking on the choice to Metro, Marthe 
Jonkers, senior concept artist for the game 
said:

“So you choose your body type and we 
have two voices, one that’s male sounding, 
one is female sounding. You can mix and 
match. You can just connect them any way 
you want. And then we have a lot of extra 
skin tones and tattoos and hairstyles. So 
we really want to give people the freedom to 
make their own character and play the way 
they want to play.”

The fluidity in character creation is 
apparently not just limited to gender and 
will also bleed into job classes, another 
sticking point in the last character creation 
screenshot we saw. In their interview with 
Metro, Jonkers stated that the game will 
have this “fluid class system” where you 
aren’t limited in your choices, which again 
feels more appropriate for the setting.
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Adam Kim & Shannon Liao (CNN)

Longtime Pokemon fans aren’t happy with Sword 
and Shield developer Game Freak

developing the new Pokémon game, with 
fans accusing the studio of everything from 
lackluster animations to supposedly reusing 
old game models.

Earlier this week, the hashtag 
#GameFreakLied trended in the US. The 
hashtag was in reference to decisions that 
users feel Game Freak lied about regarding 
development of the game.

Game Freak and Nintendo did not 
immediately respond to a request for 
comment from CNN.

The criticisms are not without merit. 
Users have been flooding the internet with 
videos pointing out shortfalls in the game.

Simple things such as characters turning 
to face your character when you speak to 
them don’t always occur, and there are cut 
scenes toward the end of the game in which 
a dialogue track is played but the characters 
remain still.

CNN Business got to play the game ahead 
of launch, and while some of the graphics 
appeared pared down, parts of the game did 
deliver on what fans said they wanted. The 
open world Wild Area in the game gives fans 
an opportunity to catch dozens of Pokémon 

Nintendo Switch users were treated to 
their first mainline Pokémon games on the 
console with the release of “Pokémon Sword” 
and “Pokémon Shield” on Friday.

Like most Pokémon games, the two 
games are similar, but different Pokémon 
are available to catch, and the gyms have 
different themes.

However, what would normally be a day 
of celebration has been a buildup of anger 
and hate toward game developer Game 
Freak.

One look at the review scores on 
Metacritic shows the clear divide in opinion. 
While game critic reviews were generally 
favorable, with the game scoring 81 out of 
100 across 19 critic reviews, users rated the 
game 3.4 out of 10.

Game outlets that have posted positive 
reviews of the game have faced harassment 
and insults by users online. One look at the 
comments and responses to any positive 
reviews of the game show just how much 
what is likely a small but vocal minority of 
fans hate the game.

The cause of fan ire comes from their 
belief that the studio cut corners when 
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The available starters in Sword and Shield; Grookey, Scorbunny, and Sobble.

enjoyable far into the future.”
Any eroded trust between fans of the 

series and developer Game Freak is likely to 
blow over at some point, but it’s a big lesson 
for the studio to learn from.

“A thing we talk about a lot in the video 
game community is the ‘vocal minority,’ 
meaning a small group of people that speak 
their voice very loudly,” Fadel Ragheb, a 
23-year-old gamer, streamer and podcaster 
in Montreal, told CNN. “In this case, the 
outraged fans spoke extremely loudly, even 
though that is barely going to harm the game, 
as the average Pokémon player does not care 
about minor graphical issues or not having 
800 Pokémon in the game.”

Ragheb added, “I’m playing the game 
right now and having a great time. The 
character models look great, and the areas 
are unique and interesting, and the game 
brings a lot of new elements never before 
seen in Pokémon. I commend the team for 
this. And while criticism is fair and warranted, 
harassment is never okay.”

and pan the camera around in an immersive 
experience.

Perhaps more importantly to fans of the 
series, Game Freak opted to limit the Pokédex, 
which is the catalog of Pokémon available in 
the game. A number of legacy Pokémon are 
not available, which is disheartening to a lot 
of longtime fans of the series.

Although, considering how large the 
Pokédex has grown over the years — Pokémon 
database pokemondb.net currently lists 809 
Pokemon — and attempts to balance an ever 
icnreasing move and ability pool, it seemed 
that it was only a matter of time before they 
resorted to culling the number of available 
Pokémon on release.

“We came to the decision that, at some 
point, we need to be able to prioritize new 
gameplay ideas,” developer Junichi Masuda 
said in an interview with Polygon. “We need 
to be able to find a way to balance the right 
number of Pokémon and also still introduce 
new ways for players to enjoy the game, new 
gameplay ideas to keep the series fresh and 

g a y m i n g  n e w s
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Peter Allen Clark (Time)

About Blizzard, Hong Kong and the Controversy 
Over Politics in Esports

On Oct. 6, Blitzchung appeared on 
the official Taiwan Hearthstone stream 
after the Grandmasters second season of 
2019 ended. During an interview with two 
streamers, Blitzchung put on a ski mask and 
gas mask, similar to ones worn by Hong Kong 
protesters to protect themselves from tear 
gas and banned by the government earlier 
this month.

The streamers, apparently aware of 
Blitzchung’s motivations, ducked down to 
hide their faces. For his part, Blitzchung 
reportedly said in Chinese, “Liberate Hong 
Kong. Revolution of our age.”

“As you know there are serious protests 
in my country now. I put so much effort in that 
social movement in the past few months, that 
I sometimes couldn’t focus on preparing my 
Grandmaster match. I know what my action 
on stream means. It could cause me lot of 
trouble, even my personal safety in real life. 
But I think it’s my duty to say something.”

Two days later, Blizzard issued a “ruling” 
that Blitzchung’s message on the stream 
violated a section of the Grandmasters’ 
rules that states players would refrain from 
“Engaging in any act that, in Blizzard’s sole 

Though video game culture is seldom a 
quiet, peaceful place, the uproar over Blizzard 
Entertainment punishing a popular gamer for 
showing support for Hong Kong protesters 
has shaken the whole industry.

Ng Wai Chung, a Hearthstone player 
from Hong Kong who goes by the name 
“Blitzchung,” championed the pro-democracy 
protests that have raged for the past five 
months during a post-game stream. And 
Blizzard, the developer and publisher of 
Hearthstone, quickly responded with blanket 
punishments for everyone involved. 

Outrage over Blizzard’s reaction swiftly 
came from players, industry titans and 
politicians. It also came when international 
attention on the protests and wariness over 
China’s response to it has grown. Eventually, 
Blizzard reduced the punishment, but it 
doesn’t seem like the negative fan sentiment 
will disappear any time soon.

During a Hearthstone championship 
match stream on Oct. 8, the day Blizzard 
announced its ruling on Blitzchung, three 
American University esports players raised 
a sign that read “Free Hong Kong. Boycott 
Blizz.”
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Blizzard’s move against Blitzchung and 
the ensuing backlash also caused a headache 
for Nintendo, as the affair came right before 
the release of Blizzard’s Overwatch title 
for the Nintendo Switch. On Oct. 14, the 
Twitter account for the Nintendo store in 
New York City tweeted out the cancellation 
of an Overwatch event planned for Oct. 16. 
The tweet put the cause of the cancellation 
squarely on Blizzard.

After days of silence, Blizzard President 
J. Allen Brack responded that the company 
would be reducing Blitzchung’s punishment 
and giving him the prize money from the 
tournament he had competed in, though 
defended the initial punishment. Additionally, 
Brack explicitly denied that any speculation 
that sensitivities about China was the cause 
of this decision is false.

“The specific views expressed by 
blitzchung were NOT a factor in the decision 
we made,” he wrote. “I want to be clear: our 
relationships in China had no influence on 
our decision.”

discretion, brings you into public disrepute, 
offends a portion or group of the public, or 
otherwise damages Blizzard image…”

Blizzard punished Blitzchung by taking 
away any prize money he won in the 
Grandmasters second 2019 season and 
banned him from playing in Hearthstone 
esports professionally for a year.

Besides the cited rule violation, the most 
obvious reason for Blizzard to punish all those 
involved is China’s enormous, and expanding 
market. Esports is big in China, with analyst 
reports speculating that the sport could be 
worth $3 billion as the government moves to 
recognize it as a profession.

Additionally, the largest gaming investor 
company in the world, China’s Tencent, owns 
a 5% stake in Blizzard, according to multiple 
reports. Activision Blizzard is among the 
largest gaming companies in the world, with 
revenue of $7.5 billion in 2018.

In the English-speaking world, backlash 
to Blizzard’s ruling came quickly and loudly 
from Hearthstone players, as well as other 
gamers. They blasted the decision, and 
proudly aligned themselves with Hong Kong 
protesters

“The heavy-handedness of it feels like 
someone insisted that Blizzard make an 
example of Blitzchung, not only to discourage 
others from similar acts in the future but 
also to appease those upset by the outburst 
itself,” Kibler wrote.

Fans of one of Blizzard’s other huge 
properties have joined in to protest the 
company and support Hong Kong. Players of 
Overwatch have taken to using the character 
Mei as a symbol of protest against the 
Chinese government and Blizzard.

Blizzard’s decision made waves through 
some of the biggest players in the video 
games industry, some of whom reacted in 
opposing ways

g a y m i n g  n e w s

Overwatch’s Mei.



Shangela Laquifa Wadley from Los Angeles, CA

Gretchen Wieners from Evanston, IL, USA

Lady Gaga from Malibu, CA

Our readers write in to share their thoughts, experiences, 
and just about whatever crosses their minds.

The
Community Board
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Time out, hold up. Hold up, sweetheart. Let’s get it together 
before you wanna read. I don’t have a sugar daddy, sweetheart. 
Everything that I’ve had, I’ve worked for, and I worked for to get 
and I’ve built myself. So you need to know that 100%. I don’t 
have a sugar daddy, I’ve never had a sugar daddy. If I wanted a 
sugar daddy, yes, I probably can go out and get one, because 
I AM WHAT? SICKENING. You could never have a sugar daddy 
because you are NOT THAT KIND OF GIRL. Baby, everything I’ve 
had I worked for, and I’ve gotten myself. I built myself from the 
ground up, FUCKING BITCH!

Why should Caesar just get to stomp around like a giant while 
the rest of us try not to get smushed under his big feet? Brutus is 
just as cute as Caesar, right? Brutus is just as smart as Caesar, 
people totally like Brutus just as much as they like Caesar, 
and when did it become okay for one person to be the boss of 
everybody because that’s not what Rome is about! We should 
totally just STAB CAESAR!

What’s fortnight



Lady Gaga from Malibu, CA

Silvía Night from Reykjavík, Iceland

Cave Johnson
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Still playing #Bayonetta middle of chapter XIII and my hands hurt 
and I have to sleep and it’s 4 In the damn morning but this damn 
dragon with the face that I have to kill with my weave. Smh. Give 
it another go in the morning #gamer respect to the experts I 
need emotional support

When life gives you lemons, don’t make lemonade. Make life 
take the lemons back! Get mad! I don’t want your damn lemons, 
what the hell am I supposed to do with these? Demand to see 
life’s manager! Make life rue the day it thought it could give Cave 
Johnson lemons! Do you know who I am? I’m the man who’s 
gonna burn your house down! With the lemons! I’m gonna get my 
engineers to invent a combustible lemon that burns your house 

Ungrateful bastards! You vote some UGLY PEOPLE from 
FINLAND who don’t even have a real makeup artist, and you don’t 
vote me because I’m not, y’know, I’m not an slut from Holland  
and I’m not an ugly fucking old bitch from Sweden! Fuck you!

I am beautiful and I am talented and I am much, much more 
beautful than all the other fucking Eurotrash nations. I know it 
and somebody has been telling lies about me and I think it was 
you. Yes you. Your television station and you are telling everbody 
that I hate the Greeks and that I said that I called them ugly and 
I never said that and you are a slut and I hate you. I will sue you 
and I will sue the competition and you all will go to jail. 

Silvia Night is an international superstar. I am. Don’t ever laugh at 
me, there are too many people who are laughing at me and I am 
not a laughing matter. I am really serious and I’m the best thing 
to happen to this fucking competition.
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Natalie Flores

Why Life Is Strange 2’s Ungraceful 
Depiction of Queerness Is Important

Life is Strange 2
Square Enix | Dontond



Sean and Finn kiss in Life is Strange 2, Episode 3.
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It’s rather revolutionary, although it 
shouldn’t be. As of 2017, roughly 4.5% 
of people in America alone reportedly 
identify as LGBTQ+. But there are few—if 
any—videogame series that have done this 
before, and perhaps it isn’t so surprising for 
the dedicated fans of a series that strives to 
promote empathy above all else.

Even among fans, though, Dontnod 
Entertainment’s queer representation 
in the studio’s most famous IP hasn’t 
been perfect. This brings the question: 
Does queer representation have to fit an 
arbitrary ideal? Should it be tied to notions 
of wholesomeness, the exploration of only 
positive moments, and the avoidance of the 
pain that comes with not just being queer, 
but also being human and forging intricate 
connections? 

There is no one right answer, but Life is 
Strange 2’s response to these questions—
intentionally or otherwise—is that there 
is a space for ungraceful and complex 
depictions of queerness, and it’s a space 

Despite how radically different Max Caulfield, 
Chloe Price and Sean Diaz are from each other, 
the three protagonists of the Life is Strange 
series have one thing in common: they’re queer 
as hell.

Even with the hesitation that was present 
in the first season, the protagonists of this 
series are irrevocably queer. You can choose 
if and with whom they become romantically 
involved, but the existence of the romance 
options means there’s little room for denial. 
You can shape their decisions, but they 
aren’t blank slates like the characters you 
can embody in games like Dragon Age or 
Mass Effect. Max is a shy photographer who 
is into boys and girls, and this holds true 
even if she doesn’t pursue Chloe or Warren. 
Chloe has had boyfriends and her arc largely 
revolves around her relationships with two 
women—these truths are never pitted in 
opposition to each other. When Sean talks 
to his friends about his sexuality, none of 
the four possible options imply that he is 
exclusively attracted to men or women.



Chloe and Max cliffside, facing the storm in the first season’s final episode.
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Finn challenges Sean to throw a knife into 
a bullseye and Daniel uses his abilities to 
make his brother miss, Sean lashes out at 
Daniel and hisses, “You think that shit is 
funny? You made me miss! In front of Finn.” 
While he’s evidently worried about someone 
realizing Daniel has powers, I couldn’t help 
but initially interpret it as Sean being upset 
that he looked bad in front of Finn, whom 
he constantly expresses an admiration of 
throughout the episode.

If you have Sean draw Finn in his 
sketchbook, he freaks out when Cassidy 
takes a peek before he shyly asks if she 
thinks it’s weird. And if you agree to pull 
off Finn’s risky and downright ridiculous 
plan to steal money from your supervisor’s 
safe, Finn tells Sean that he’s always getting 
obsessed over the people he meets before 
the two kiss. Right after, Sean thinks to 
himself, “Never thought I could actually do 
it. So glad I did. I…kinda wanna do it again? 
Okay, shut up.”

And this line, voiced with equal tinges 

that needs to be filled.
In the third episode of Life is Strange 

2, brothers Sean and Daniel are still on the 
run after a confrontation with a neighbor in 
the first episode ended with a police officer 
killing their father. This time around, instead 
of wandering on the road or staying with their 
estranged mother’s family, they’re working at 
a weed farm with a ragtag group of hippies, 
tourists and runaways to save money for 
their journey to Mexico. The leaders of the 
group, Finn and Cassidy, receive a particular 
focus from the game and Sean himself, for 
he can form a romantic relationship with 
either one.

From the beginning of the episode, Sean 
and Finn’s chemistry is clear. Finn is eager 
to frequently be physically and emotionally 
intimate with Sean. He calls Sean hot and 
reassures the older Diaz brother that any 
scars from trimming weed buds will make 
him sexier. When the two return to the 
camp from work, Finn asks him, “So, did 
you have a good day at work, honey?” When 



Rachel and Chloe try to figure out their feelings in Before the Storm, epsidoe 3.
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putting Daniel at risk. In short: Life is Strange 
has always visibly incorporated queerness, 
but it’s also fumbled along the way.

And yet this is part of what makes Life is 
Strange feel so authentic. It has always been 
refreshing in how its portrayal of teenagers 
avoids reducing them to one-dimensional 
tropes and instead validates them and 
their struggles. It knows that teenagers 
are fuck ups. Adults are often fuck ups. 
Life is the continuous and chaotic pursuit 
of understanding ourselves, and in our last 
days, we don’t reach any epiphanies about 
who we really are—we simply run out of the 
time to figure it out. Therefore, it makes 
sense that the queerness in Life is Strange 
is sometimes clumsy in ways that mirror our 
own messiness.

It makes sense for me to see Max and 
Chloe’s kiss in Chloe’s bedroom as not 
queerbaiting but rather a reflection of what 
it’s like to be a queer teen girl who might 
not have come to terms with her sexuality 
yet, or one who uses the guise of a dare to 

of nerves, uncertainty, and excitement loud 
enough to break the quiet of the rustling 
forest leaves, the subdued crackling of the 
campfire and the distant hooting of an owl 
in the dead of the night, encompasses so 
much of the queerness in Life is Strange.

The first season of Life is Strange was 
criticized by some for not being explicitly 
queer enough and having an ending that 
played into the infamous Bury Your Gays 
trope by making Max choose between 
sacrificing an entire town or her potential 
lover, Chloe. Before the Storm—a spin-off 
prequel made by Deck Nine Games—had 
a strongly queer main narrative but its 
ending left a bad aftertaste for some fans 
who felt it played into the same trope by 
sensationalizing the tragic death of Rachel 
Amber. 

Regarding this season, it’s worth noting 
there is more romance content if you pursue 
Cassidy, and you can make Sean flirt with 
Finn all you want, but the two can only kiss 
if you agree with his heist plan that requires 
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Simon Parkin (New Yorker)

Untitled Goose Game
Panic | House House
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Be Gay, Do Goose Crime

When I was eleven years old, I watched a 
teen-age boy shoot a goose from point-blank 
range. It was summer, and I was helping 
out on a farm run by a family friend.. Late 
one morning, one farmhand explained that 
there was a sick goose that needed dealing 
with. I followed him down the hill, where he 
shoved the goose with a muddy boot and 
pressed the barrel of a rifle to the back of its 
head. After the shot, the creature took three 
faltering steps forward and sank to a white 
puddle in the grass. It was the first time that 
I’d watched anything larger than a beetle die, 
and it became, in my pubescent mind, an 
event of immense gravitas. He left, leaving 
me to decide whether to bury the body naked 
or in a plastic bag, and whether or not to mark 
a grave on the hillside (Yes: twig.)

The incident left me with an association 
between geese and tragic vulnerability. This, 
as anyone who has been chased by a goose 
knows, is a patently false connection. The 
goose is the hooligan of the waterways. 
“They’re not something to be trifled with,” an 
ornithologist told USA Today last year, after a 

high-school golfer was forced to the ground 
by a vengeful specimen. In 2015, Buzzfeed 
published “19 Of The Most Traumatizing 
Stories About Being Attacked By Canada 
Geese.” In 1995, the United Nations published 
a paper that called the animal “the unbridable 
watchdog.” In the popular imagination, the 
goose has always been a fiend.

Into this tradition steps Untitled Goose 
Game that, in the weeks following its release, 
has become a viral sensation, the darling of 
celebrities and rock stars. The game, which 
is drawn in the style of a children’s book 
and scored by a whimsical piano, sees you 
play as a single-minded goose making her 
terrible way through a village. Your palette 
of interactions is limited yet sufficient: you 
can grasp objects, flap your wings, or honk. 
Through this, you terrorize the villagers, 
partly in pursuit of a goal that is revealed only 
in the game’s final moments, and partly just 
for the hell of it.



YES, BULLY THE SMALL CHILD. TRAUMATIZE HIM.
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than two decades ago. Yet something about 
the juxtaposition, in Untitled Goose Game, 
between the bucolic scenery, the pastel 
color scheme, and the focus of the antihero’s 
dreadfulness makes the goose a more 
memorable antagonist than any trenchcoated 
gunmen. The goose is unapologetic in 
her appetite for misery-making, but the 
misery itself is quotidian, banal. In an age 
of disingenuous strongmen, and of games 
in which heroes routinely engage in murder, 
there’s something wholesome about a bird 
forcing a boy to take shelter inside a phone 
booth, then strutting away, honking and 
flapping, for anyone who cares to see.

The game’s humor has certainly 
helped capture the public imagination. 
(Jokes are a rarity in a medium in which 
the audience controls the timing.) But, on a 
more elemental level, Untitled Goose Game 
arrives at a time when it’s pleasing to exact 
interspecies revenge. Games, like novels and 
films, are neither created nor consumed in 
a vacuum. Many of Untitled Goose Game’s 

To this, the village is divided into areas 
that are rigged with a number of opportunities 
for mischief. There’s the gardener tending his 
beds next to a sprinkler system connected 
to a remote tap. There’s the shopkeeper in 
a garage, from whose door a rope invitingly 
dangles. There’s the waitress setting her 
tables with gleaming cutlery for the day’s 
business. In the mode of a silent slapstick film, 
these everyday tableaus imply their comic 
potential, although the designers provide 
a task list for those players needing more 
direction. The setting is sleepily parochial, 
but it also has the note of unease often found 
in idyllic country towns. Indeed, Untitled 
Goose Game so well captures the quality 
of the English village, with its concentrated 
lives and circular routines, that it’s difficult to 
believe it was made by Australians.

But it also taps into a broader quality. 
Video games, like fiction, are a medium 
through which we can explore evildoing 
without real-world consequences. The idea 
isn’t new: Grand Theft Auto appeared more 



Lurking in the bushes lies an unspeakable evil.
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young players are, suffering from a sense of 
Weltschmerz. It’s easy to feel helpless in the 
face of climate catastrophe, political turmoil, 
and the ostentatiously corrupt people who 
appear to have led us here. The game offers 
a chance to punish human vanity—to punch 
up from a knee-height vantage. Yes, geese 
are awful. But are they as awful as us?

In one of the game’s final scenes you 
attack the village’s clock tower, steal its gold 
bell, and retrace your steps as the villagers 
give chase, the streets transformed into a 
gauntlet. The goose’s motivation for stealing 
the bell, which it adds to its collection, is 
unclear. Perhaps she’s tired of being awoken 
by its pealing. Perhaps she just wants to take 
something from humans, who have taken, 
and taken,. Of course, not everything has to 
be about Trump, or Brexit, or the destruction 
of the Amazon. Sometimes a video game is 
enjoyable simply because it’s funny to watch 
a orange beak tug a man’s stool away. It’s 
also cathartic to harass our own exasperating 
species by pretending, for a moment, to be 
another.
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Luigi’s Mansion 3
Nintendo | Next Level Games
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Luigi Befriends Ghost Puppy, What Else Do 
You Need to Know

real, actual words—and more of them than 
I was prepared for. Warning: This may be 
scary to some. It haunts that middle ground 
between cute and Philips CD-i nightmare. 
Luigi continues to speak independent words, 
my favorite being “doggy,” which provides 
an important piece of cannon for the series. 
Luigi is now more articulate, and arguably 
intelligent, than Mario. Sure, Mario can run 
and jump and save the princess with no fear, 
but Luigi’s too smart for that. He sees what 
there is to fear in their nightmarish mushroom 
world, and he knows those monsters can 
take him out.

On one of the game’s tutorial paths, I got 
my fair share of spooks. Luigi’s Mansion loves 
its spiders and rats, which are already much 
scarier than the ghouls, but Nintendo went 
too far with this one. While looking through a 
hole in a wall, I heard shuffling and crawling 
getting louder and louder. I kept waiting for 
whatever secret was about to be revealed 
to me, and then it happened: A disgusting 
golden spider crawled right across my 
screen. I screamed, Luigi screamed, and then 

Luigi’s Mansion is one of those series that 
seemingly came out of left field. When it 
was announced that Luigi would be getting 
his own star role, people were dubious. What 
came was nothing like any Mario game 
before it, and it has stuck with fans ever since, 
albeit through scattered releases and easter 
eggs in other Mario franchises. So when a 
full-console third installment was announced 
last September, people lost their minds. 
Luigi’s Mansion 3 has that Nintendo polish 
we know and love: The mansion is gorgeous, 
the character animations are stylized, and 
the music is unbelievably good. While it may 
not scare you like Resident Evil or The Last of 
Us, there is still some low-level eeriness. So 
if you’re too old for trick-or-treating and too 
chickenshit for other horror games, this is the 
perfect pick for your Halloween gaming. 

Right when you start Luigi’s Mansion 
3, before the mansion is even spooky yet, 
the Mario brothers, toads, and Peach say 



At this point you’d think Luigi would know better than to accept anonymous invites.
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The mansion harbors a ton of unique 
bosses, from that mall cop Kruller (yep, 
probably a donut pun) to the Mad Maestro 
Amadeus Wolfgeist, and every boss battle 
also works as its own independent puzzle 
that can sometimes take some serious 
thinking to figure out. Due to Luigi’s deep 
arsenal of tools, there are often several ways 
to accomplish any given task. You can flash 
multiple ghosts to suck them all up at the 
same time or pick one victim and use that 
ghost to bash the others. Sometimes, you 
may want to use the black lite, tag team with 
Gooigi, or use the suction shot. Regardless 
of how you choose to tackle them, Luigi’s 
Mansion definitely opens itself up to different 
play styles. The game also features several 
multiplayer modes and co-op.

Nintendo is getting exhausting, with its 
constant releases of top-tier games, and with 
such a game-heavy end of the year, you’ll 
definitely have some hard choices to make 
on what to play next. Luigi’s Mansion 3 for 
Switch is a must. It’s pure charm. But, you 
know, spooky too. 

I thoroughly patted down my couch cushions 
to be sure nothing could hurt me.

While the spider almost made me quit 
the game, it did showcase another one of the 
game’s strengths—the phenomenal sound 
design, which is some of the best sound 
I’ve heard in a game, from spiders crawling 
to furniture shaking. Beyond just the audio 
atmosphere, the music is remarkable. Each 
floor has drastically different themes, making 
each thrilling to explore and thematically 
correct. There’s a maestro stage with 
classical music, and a mall stage with a 
goofy security guard named Kruller and trad 
‘80s buddy cop music. 

And then there are the jump scares 
around the mansion. Maybe you pass a 
painting and it falls and shatters, or you 
open a drawer and a wicked face flies out 
with sparks spewing everywhere. It’s all very 
cute, but it may also get you to flinch. It’s this 
type of intense world-building and care that 
Nintendo keeps injecting into its games to 
make them addictive—a surprise (literally) 
around every corner.



In which Luigi faces down three random mooks.
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The mansion harbors a ton of unique 
bosses, from that mall cop Kruller (yep, 
probably a donut pun) to the Mad Maestro 
Amadeus Wolfgeist, and every boss battle 
also works as its own independent puzzle 
that can sometimes take some serious 
thinking to figure out. Due to Luigi’s deep 
arsenal of tools, there are often several ways 
to accomplish any given task. You can flash 
multiple ghosts to suck them all up at the 
same time or pick one victim and use that 
ghost to bash the others. Sometimes, you 
may want to use the black lite, tag team with 
Gooigi, or use the suction shot. Regardless 
of how you choose to tackle them, Luigi’s 
Mansion definitely opens itself up to different 
play styles. The game also features several 
multiplayer modes and co-op.

Nintendo is getting exhausting, with its 
constant releases of top-tier games, and with 
such a game-heavy end of the year, you’ll 
definitely have some hard choices to make 
on what to play next. Luigi’s Mansion 3 for 
Switch is a must. It’s pure charm. But, you 

 Thoroughly patted down my couch 
cushions to be sure nothing could hurt 
me.While the spider almost made me quit 
the game, it did showcase another one of the 
game’s strengths—the phenomenal sound 
design, which is some of the best sound 
I’ve heard in a game, from spiders crawling 
to furniture shaking. Beyond just the audio 
atmosphere, the music is remarkable. Each 
floor has drastically different themes, making 
each thrilling to explore and thematically 
correct. There’s a maestro stage with 
classical music, and a mall stage with a 
goofy security guard named Kruller and trad 
‘80s buddy cop music. 

And then there are the jump scares 
around the mansion. Maybe you pass a 
painting and it falls and shatters, or you 
open a drawer and a wicked face flies out 
with sparks spewing everywhere. It’s all very 
cute, but it may also get you to flinch. It’s this 
type of intense world-building and care that 
Nintendo keeps injecting into its games to 
make them addictive around every corner.
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Catherine: Full Body
Atlus | Atlus
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Catherine’s Remaster Suffers from 
Original’s Reliance on Gender Tropes



Erica, a trans women, is, at least, no longer deadnamed in the credits.
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woman named Catherine suddenly appears 
in his life; he meets her at his local hangout, 
the Stray Sheep bar. After a night of drinking, 
he wakes up in bed next to her but has no 
idea what happened. Around that time, he 
begins having nightmares during which he 
has to climb a gigantic tower, nightmares 
that he forgets every morning but which 
seem to be connected to a growing trend in 
other men dying suddenly and gruesomely in 
their sleep.

The game is split between these 
nightmares and Vincent’s time at the Stray 
Sheep, where he can drink, text the women 
in his life, and talk with other patrons, some 
of whom appear in his nightmares in sheep 
form. The choices you make during these 
interactions, particularly the text messages, 
move the dial on a meter that affects some 
of Vincent’s interactions in the short term 
and determines the game’s several possible 
endings in the long term. It’s a dating sim 
with puzzles, basically. 

The original 2011 version of Catherine 

“It’s aged nicely, with a sensual flavor, not 
unlike a fine wine,” purrs Trisha in Atlus’ 
Catherine: Full Body while sipping a glass 
of red, describing the “program” on the 
analogue TV on the bar next to her. A gentle 
haze of golden sparkles twinkle around the 
gigantic red afro puffs bouncing on either 
side of her face. She’s “the Midnight Venus,” 
our guide through the Golden Playhouse 
Special Feature.The opening scene is the 
first in a parade of aesthetic flourishes and 
unwavering camp that made this game stand 
out. It’s disappointing, then, that Catherine: 
Full Body—the 2019 remix of the game that 
first came out in 2011—not only fixes very 
few of the narrative issues with Catherine but 
also adds to some of them. 

In both versions of Catherine, Vincent 
Brooks is a 32-year-old man who’s fallen 
into a comfortable routine with his longtime 
girlfriend, Katherine McBride. He’s shaken 
out of his complacency when Katherine 
brings up the subject of marriage, which 
deeply freaks him out. On top of that, another 
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remix of Catherine keeps in all of the good 
and bad from the original. It also adds in new 
narrative paths, which—like the original—
have their good and bad moments. 

The game still works surprisingly well, a 
testament to Atlus’ talent for making games 
greater than the sum of their parts thanks to 
aesthetic flourishes and attention to detail. 
Throughout the game, for example, a “Golden 
Playhouse” logo appears during cutscenes, 
reminding you that you’re watching a 
program. Whenever you finish a drink at the 
bar, a smooth voice chimes in to give you real, 
actual fun facts about alcohol. There’s a text 
message Vincent receives from his phone 
carrier about online storage with the subject 
“Attachment Issues.” Loading screens feature 
quotes from all sorts of real-life artists about 
love and dating and life. Vincent looking at 
his phone in a bar and trying to open a photo 
that turns out to be an unexpected nude leads 
to the familiar reflex of having to quickly and 
shamefully hide the screen from others; you 
can only actually open it in the bathroom.

is a cult classic, but it doesn’t go without a 
few eye rolls. While the game tries to make 
its characters more complex, Katherine is 
often portrayed as a shrewish would-be 
wife to Vincent’s clueless sitcom spouse, 
and Catherine is all titties and giggles when 
she’s not violently threatening and jealous. 
Catherine’s mood swings are made even 
worse when you remember that the entire 
game takes place over the course of about 
a week. Side characters range from wildly 
sexist pigs to men with mommy issues, often 
played for laughs. “Men who want to control 
women tend to have a desire to be controlled 
by them. It’s the truth,” one character opines.

The game became a cult hit because 
the core gameplay of puzzling and decision-
making is compelling, but also, it’s hard not to 
get caught up in the campiness and surreality 
of its narrative style. It’s full of predictable 
tropes based in reductive assumptions about 
the supposedly wide gulf between men and 
women, but it’s also got some moments that 
are actually funny and relatable. This new 



The three -atherines of Catherine: Rin (Qatherine), Katherine, and Catherine.
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Using the framing device of the “Golden 
Playhouse” program, Atlus has seamlessly 
incorporated Full Body’s new additions as 
though they are also part of the show. The 
most notable difference is that there’s now a 
third woman to expand Vincent’s messy love 
life, Rin. The story is told with a mixture of 
smooth, late-night-jazz-radio-style narration, 
dialogue, and anime cutscenes, drawing on 
influences from romance, horror, sitcoms, 
and even literature. As Vincent drinks and 
dreams his way through a whirlwind week 
of women, wine, and wumbo-size trouble, 
I find myself wondering how a game could 
at once be so out-there and charming while 
also bafflingly leaning on some of the worst 
tropes of the discourse it draws upon.

Catherine presents ideas about gender 
and dating through a bunch of hapless adults 
trying to figure their shit out. The game is full 
of stories that delve into the complexities 
of adulthood and gender, and moments of 
cleverness ihere make the missteps feel all 
the more frustrating. While there are some 

ridiculous views about gender in the game, 
many of them are very clearly framed as the 
asinine ramblings of men navigating society. 
There are worthwhile conversations to find in 
the game, and the interrogation of monogamy 
was refreshing. Full Body more prominently 
introduces the idea of love transcending 
societal boundaries like gender, which was 
pretty cool at first. Ultimately, though, Full 
Body failed to do these topics justice.

Catherine attaches the idea of polyamory 
to a maniacal succubus. The True ending 
to the storyline in which Vincent chooses 
Catherine, the blond bombshell who shakes 
Vincent’s life up, involves him becoming a 
incubus in an open relationship. And there’s 
nothing wrong that if that’s what you’re into, 
or whatever, but in a broader thematic sense, 
the ending is an extremely flat and sex-
obsessed way to think about polyamory. On 
the game’s choice meter, which is presented 
as Freedom vs. Order, it’s the Freedom option. 
Despite the fact that in real life, polyamory 
often introduces yet more moving pieces to 



Katherine, now a rich model, leaves Vincent to live her life in the new, best ending.
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door. After this, other characters start calling 
Rin a man and using he/him pronouns to 
refer to them. Later, Vincent explains that he 
doesn’t know whether Rin even thinks about 
gender in a binary way, which may be true, 
since earlier she explains that she doesn’t see 
what the big deal is with the gender of people 
in love. But for some reason, Vincent still 
finds issue with calling her a woman, despite 
the fact that one of his closest friends, Erica, 
is trans. He also doesn’t go so far out of his 
way to correct other characters when they 
call Rin a man. “Woman might not be the 
best word,” Vincent explains to Katherine in 
an ending where he chooses Rin. “They must 
be really special,” she responds.

Erica, who is hurt by Vincent’s behavior, 
scolds him for reacting to Rin so poorly. After 
this, Vincent decides to apologize to Rin. 
Speaking of Erica, her and Vincent’s old high 
school friends, Orlando and Chief, constantly 
make transphobic comments about Erica and 
continually warn their friend (and virgin) Toby 
not to date her (he does anyway). Toby notes 

manage, the game treats it like a free-for-
all and frames monogamy as a complete 
stability. Neither is true.

Full Body continues Catherine’s trend 
of trying to meaningfully interrogate social 
taboos but falling short. First, there’s Rin, 
whose storyline gets folded into the narrative 
smoothly but has issues of its own. First 
off, there’s a white knight vibe between her 
and Vincent that’s supposed to be sweet but 
comes off sort of creepy. In their first meeting, 
Vincent saves her from a stalker, then learns 
that Rin has amnesia. He then helps her get a 
job and an apartment, right next door to his. 
She appears young and innocent, and while 
she’s a consenting adult, her sheer naiveté 
makes moments like Vincent noticing her 
bare skin and zipping up her hoodie while 
blushing feel a little gross.

Then there’s Rin’s central conflict. Later 
on, Vincent sees her naked; the player doesn’t 
see what Vincent sees, but he reacts with 
shock when looking at her genitals. He freaks 
out, slaps her hand away, and runs out the 



One of the key art pieces of the remaster.
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and leaving Vincent in the dust, which I found 
refreshing. The new ending for Catherine 
bafflingly erases the transition of Erica, its 
first trans character, with no explanation. The 
addition of Rin as nonbinary was promising 
until they handled the language around her so 
poorly—not to mention, she ends up revealing 
that she is an alien. This is meant to be a fun 
upturning of the fact that Vincent thought 
she was trans, but it’s a silly way to address 
that for a game that started off so deeply 
entrenched in banal gender essentialism.

In the end, Rin’s addition made Vincent 
much more compelling than he seemed in 
the original. Preceding his blowup in Rin’s 
apartment, he isn’t a ball of speechless nerves 
around her like he is with the other [-]atherines, 
instead showing a gentle side that makes it 
less baffling for Katherine and Catherine to 
have liked him in the first place. Between 
his  binge-drinking and superhuman displays 
of indecision, it’s pleasant for Vincent to be 
a functional person. New, early glimpses of 
Katherine and Vincent’s relationship make 

that when they eventually have sex “there’s 
something weird about it.” In one ending, 
Toby even asks for his “v-card” back after 
finding out Erica is trans. These depictions 
play with dangerous ideas about disclosure 
and the idea of trans women “trapping” men.. 
These microaggressive comments aren’t 
really pushed back on by other characters in 
the same way that other silly dating ideas get 
debated in characters’ conversations. 

For a game that’s about learning and 
growing, the transmisogynistic moments are 
given a lot of room and seem to be played 
for laughs at trans women’s expense. It’s 
unfortunate, because Erica is otherwise 
written as a plucky, interesting woman 
with a lot of empathy for her friends. But a 
reasonable character in an absurd story can 
easily end up looking like more of a footstool 
for other characters’ growth than a real 
person.

Some of the new additions to Catherine 
work better than others. The new ending for 
Katherine shows her coming into her own 
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Pokemon Sword and Shield
Nintendo | Game FreakThe Pokémon franchise is more than 20 years 

old. Its last game, Pokémon: Let’s Go!, was 
the franchise’s flawed-yet-charming move 
away from purely handheld gameplay when 
it was released on Nintendo Switch in 2018. 
Sword and Shield is an expansion of what 
Game Freak started with Let’s Go!, but with 
some meaningful changes. There’s a formula 
to Pokémon games: a preteen Pokémon 
trainer collecting pocket monsters to create 
a team strong enough to win a battle. The 
games are always nostalgic, but Sword and 
Shield is never mindless. It feels familiar in 
all the right ways, while adding elements that 
surprised me, for good and bad. But mostly 
good.

Sword and Shield’s story is still linear, 
but there’s enough in the Wild Area to allow 
for exploration that’s rare in recent Pokémon 
games. There are still routes and mines that 
connect each city’s gym, but plenty of the 
cities are accessible through the Wild Area, 
too. Still, you’ve got to complete the gym 
challenges in the story’s set order, uncovering 
an ancient mystery and meeting more rivals 

as you progress. But the Wild Area is there to 
break up the monotony of a tale that’s been 
told over and over again.

Though it’s a story Pokémon fans have 
heard before, Sword and Shield works 
because of its characters, both human and 
Pokémon — though not all are created equal. 
Game Freak always excels at character 
design, and Sword and Shield is no different, 
despite a few shortcomings. One of those 
shortcomings, unfortunately, is the main 
rival and best friend, Hop. He felt far less 
like a rival who’d push me to do better, and 
more like a delusional, overconfident mess. 
I actually felt bad after pummeling him time 
and again.

A more worthy rival is Marnie, a goth girl 
trainer whose goon squad of followers, Team 
Yell, follows her around. The members of 
Team Yell are less like villains and more like 
your Twitter mentions after you say anything 
bad about Ariana Grande online; they just 

Pokémon Sword and Shield open up the 
world enough to spark wonder

Nicole Carpenter (Polygon)



Galarian Corsola shows us the damages climate change may bring to the Pokeverse.
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plays out this way, as Dynamax mechanics 
only last for three moves.) During the story, 
Dynamax Pokémon only appear in the Gym 
Challenge, and leaders really only use them 
on their last Pokémon — which makes it 
predictable, and, frankly, kind of boring. That’s 
not to say that Gym Challenges on their own 
are boring; rather, that the implementation of 
the Dynamax mechanic is.

Gyms themselves are each dynamic and 
unique, with different “trials” leading up to the 
leader battle. For instance, to battle the grass-
type gym leader Milo, I had to herd a flock of 
fluffy sheeplike Wooloos into a pen. Ahead 
of Nessa’s water-type battle, I had to solve a 
robust gated puzzle that truly challenged me.

Polygon Recommends is our way of 
endorsing our favorite games. When we 
award a game the Polygon Recommends 
badge, it’s because we believe the title is 
uniquely thought-provoking, entertaining, 
inventive or fun — and worth fitting into your 
schedule. If you want to see the very best of 
the best for your platform(s) of choice, check 

like Marnie a lot, and will do anything for her 
to succeed. Honestly, I can’t blame them. 
Marnie rules.

Sword and Shield makes some visual 
changes to creatures both new and old, too. 
Dynamax — and Gigantamax, which is when 
the Pokémon is huge and has a new form 
and an extra special move called G-Max — 
Pokémon are essentially just large Pokémon 
with boosted stats and moves. While I love 
the idea of a gigantic Pikachu, I didn’t find the 
feature all too compelling in battle. I switched 
Dynamax on (powered by a bracelet I received 
early in the game) only when my opponent 
did, just to match their power. I never found 
much substance in the way it’s used. The 
only real value I got out of the mechanic was 
in seeing the new Pokémon forms. Generally, 
they’re hilarious: Alcremie transforms from a 
pile of whipped cream into a giant cake.

I’d much rather battle the old-fashioned 
way, by using a strategy I’ve designed in honing 
my Pokémon’s stats and in-type advantages. 
(The good news is that the majority of a battle 
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Adi Robertson (The Verge)

The Outer Worlds is a cruel twist on 
role-playing games’ lone hero stories

Midway through Obsidian Entertainment’s 
new role-playing shooter The Outer Worlds, 
I met a man miserably playing a corporate 
mascot, his head semi-permanently enclosed 
in a large, ghoulish moon mask. I spoke 
to him for several turns, hoping there was 
something I could do to help. But if there was 
a way to improve his life, he never suggested 
it, and I never found it.

This encounter feels like an encapsulation 
of my time playing Outer Worlds. Obsidian 
is perhaps best known for creating Fallout: 
New Vegas, one of the best installments of 
the post-apocalyptic Fallout series. Outer 
Worlds is clearly a spiritual sequel to Fallout, 
featuring a similar role-playing system, 
retro-futuristic aesthetic, and penchant for 
dark humor. But Outer Worlds also reckons 
with one of the biggest narrative tensions in 
Fallout — and role-playing games in general.

Fallout, like many role-playing series, is 
about an effectively superpowered player 
navigating a lawless world. Your character 
usually starts in some hidden vault or other 
isolated backwater, emerges into a post-

nuclear-war hellscape, and becomes a 
wandering white knight, omnicidal monster, 
or something in between. Along the way, each 
game needs to explain what makes you so 
special — and why the characters you meet, 
who have theoretically survived decades in 
the wasteland, are constantly asking you for 
help.

The Fallout games (especially New 
Vegas) often suggest that you’re more 
convenient than superhuman. You’re 
mediating disputes because you’re an 
outsider, or doing dirty work for more 
powerful people — either because you’re 
a newcomer who needs money, or if you’re 
the type of virtuous character I play, because 
you’re honestly kind of a sucker. But by the 
end of the game, you’re still one of the most 
important people in the world.

The Outer Worlds has a similar premise. 
Instead of a Mad Max-inflected Earth with a 
‘50s Raygun Gothic aesthetic, it portrays a far 



An example of one of the ingame areas.
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silly. You have to unfreeze more extremely 
smart people from your ship, then ask them 
to save the world.

Outer Worlds is a political polemic built 
on video game logic. As many reviews have 
pointed out, the game harshly critiques 
corporations that exploit people. But Phineas’ 
alternative isn’t giving more power to the 
exploited. It’s giving Hope passengers the 
equivalent of an RPG protagonist’s “good” 
option: drop into an unfamiliar society, spend 
a few minutes talking to the residents, and 
single-handedly fix all their problems.

You can read this as a self-aware bit of 
meta text — most role-playing games are 
about noblesse oblige, and Outer Worlds 
just cops to it. In-world, though, it’s also 
remarkably dark social commentary.

Fallout games, for all their grim set 
dressing, are about people building a new life 
in the ruins of a fallen world. Societies have 
appropriated pre-apocalyptic symbols (from 
Elvis to the Atom Bomb) in creative ways, and 
characters have at least the illusion of agency. 

future where the Gilded Age of robber barons 
never ended. Huge companies with old-timey 
names like “Auntie Cleo’s” have colonized 
a solar system called Halcyon, turning its 
planets into nightmarish company towns, 
hardscrabble survivalist compounds, or a 
labyrinthine prison. And instead of coming 
from a vault, your protagonist is an unfrozen 
passenger on the Hope, a long-lost ship that 
apparently holds some of Earth’s brightest 
minds in suspended animation.But Outer 
Worlds doesn’t bother with false modesty. 
From its first few minutes, you’re effectively 
one of the most exceptional people in the 
known universe, and an eccentric scientist 
named Phineas Welles has dispatched you 
to save Halcyon from a terrible fate. The 
solar system has been mismanaged beyond 
repair by a corrupt corporate board. Phineas 
explains that there’s only one solution. Is 
it rallying the downtrodden but resourceful 
people of Halcyon to overthrow their 
overlords, drawing on their shared knowledge 
to build a better future? No, that would be 
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Todd Harper (Vice)

Fire Emblem Three Houses
Nintendo | Intelligent Systems

Fire Emblem Doesn’t Just Need Gay 
Characters, It Needs Queer Life
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romantic dialogue with Kaidan in Mass Effect 
3, as I wrote about in my chapter of Queer 
Game Studies, reads very differently if you 
imagine a male Shepard as a newly-out queer 
man.

“I’m scared we couldn’t ever be together, 
and I needed you by my side, and my feeling 
of relief at knowing you love me the way I love 
you” takes on an entirely different character 
when spoken from one woman to another. 
It is deeply resonant with a certain type of 
queer experience that I suspect is relatively 
common. It’s actually a lovely, touching 
scene.

So why was I mad?
The answer is: because Edelgard’s 

dialogue—in fact, the text of all of the 
queer support dialogues—is 90% the same 
regardless of Byleth’s gender with only a few 
(mostly inconsequential) lines of difference. 
Because that queer reading that hit me right in 
the gut emotionally has absolutely, positively 
no impact whatsoever on the actual story of 
Three Houses. It’s not reflected in the game’s 

In preparing to write this article, I watched 
video of some of the S-rank romantic 
supports main character Byleth can have 
in Fire Emblem: Three Houses. As I’m still 
playing through the game myself, I needed 
context for the ongoing discussion about 
the same-gender romantic supports in the 
game. I was entirely prepared to be angry at 
the male/male options in the game, which 
are—to be blunt—incredibly bad on multiple 
levels. What I did not expect was to watch 
Byleth’s marriage proposal to Edelgard and 
be infuriated by it.

The text is the same, regardless of 
Byleth’s gender. Edelgard talks about being 
scared that her feelings for Byleth would 
be unrequited, despite her desire to be with 
them. “All this time, I longed to share my 
feelings with you, and it seems you wished for 
the same,” she says. “Now our wishes have 
come true. This feeling, it’s… overwhelming.”

If both Byleth and Edelgard are women, 
the tone of this scene, its emotional valence, 
is completely different. It’s similar to how 
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directly talk about his queer identity, even 
if that queer identity is “fell in love with a 
dude who got killed, and is now in love with 
a clueless straight guy.” Valentia’s English 
script very directly makes explicit something 
that was sub-rosa in Gaiden; it isn’t shy about 
it at all. Of course, Valentia happened in 
2017, after the success of both Fire Emblem 
Awakening and Fire Emblem Fates.

Fates is where the other big reaches for 
explicit queerness happen in Fire Emblem 
but boy, did they fumble the ball on that one. 
(And I’m not even talking about the support 
story that featured a male character drugging 
a queer woman so that she’d see men as 
women, which was changed for Western 
release.) For the first time, Fire Emblem 
provided same-gender, romantic S-rank 
supports for the game’s main character 
(and the player-created avatar) Corrin. 
Unfortunately, there was only one possibility 
for the game’s two genders, and each option 
is in one of the game’s two Pokémon-like 
“versions”—Rhajat, the f/f option, in Birthright 

world, its history, even the other characters 
closest to either Byleth or Edelgard. It’s a 
lovely, touching moment, but that’s all it is: a 
moment. And to quote Into the Woods, “Life 
is made of moments, even now and then a 
bad one, but if life were only moments, then 
you’d never know you had one.”

Fire Emblem is a series that has a 
complicated history indeed with queerness. 
Over its history, it’s done very little in terms 
of inclusion on that front. Taking a look at 
the LGBTQ Game Archive’s and Queerly 
Represent Me’s pages for Fire Emblem as a 
series shows that the queerness seen and 
experienced in these games is often found 
more in player queering and interpretation 
than explicit inclusion.

This isn’t to say that there isn’t explicit 
queerness in the series. The best example 
is Leon from Shadows of Valentia, the 3DS 
remake of 1992’s Fire Emblem Gaiden. Leon’s 
various conversations with other characters 
(such as with colleague Kamui, unrequited 
love Valbar, or main character Celica) very 
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just remember that if you choose to be queer 
your options are severely limited, there’s 
no real story impact, and you’re giving up 
minimum one playable unit in a game with 
permadeath” is a hell of a thing.

Fire Emblem: Fates is hardly alone in 
this, either. Awakening, with its wild and 
fascinating parent-child system that prompts 
equal parts weird fantasy eugenics and 
dedicated dating sim-like shipping, hits many 
of the same notes for players that Persona’s 
social links do, for example, and if anything 
Persona’s inclusion of queerness is even 
worse than Fire Emblem’s. It would be easy to 
toss off a “Well, Japan,” but that’s decidedly 
unfair given the country is well-stocked 
with its own active LGBTQ advocates and 
lawmakers.

Those who haven’t played games 
in the series may wonder why support 
conversations—a largely narrative device—
matter so much in a tactical combat game. 
The answer is simple: because it’s a SRPG, 
the average Fire Emblem does not have a 

and Niles, the m/m option, in Conquest.
Just like in Three Houses, the actual 

text for the supports in Fates is the same 
regardless of Corrin’s gender, so it’s difficult 
to consider either option particularly explicit 
in terms of queerness. Never mind that there 
is a significant mechanical cost from either 
option in the form of missing playable units: 
Like Awakening, romantic supports in Fates 
between a man and a woman result in “child” 
units recruitable later, but a queer Corrin in a 
same-gender relationship doesn’t have their 
child, Kana (and Niles doesn’t father his child 
Nina, either).

It’s not necessarily that copy/pasting 
Kana or Nina into a queer Corrin’s game, 
complete with their attached child, is the 
better option. What’s important is that no 
opposite-gender pairing has what effectively 
amounts to a queer tax in terms of playable 
units, making this another marker of how “off 
to the side” the same-gender options can 
feel. The result is “Your choices matter, and 
your main character is designed by you, but 
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Awakening and Fates, a fact I was glad to 
hear. To me, this opened the field of romantic 
supports to be more varied, including providing 
a lot more space for queer relationships. 
Mathematically, that did happen; compared 
to two in Fates, Three Houses provides eight 
potential same-gender romances, five for a 
lady Byleth and three for a dude Byleth. Math 
isn’t progress, though. It’s just numbers.

It’s not difficult to identify the same-
gender options for supports; Fire Emblem 
games after Awakening typically reserve the 
“S” support rank for romantic relationships, 
and the in-game Support menu lists the 
maximum possible rank for every character 
combination, likely to facilitate planning

Having watched videos of all the queer 
S-rank romances for women and men, as 
well as a few videos of different-gender 
romances for comparison, the F/F options 
don’t seem so bad. That they are identical 
to the M/F versions of the same support is 
disappointing, as I’ve already spoken about, 
but there’s a wide range of character types 

lot of time or space to do in-depth narrative 
development of its expansive cast. The 
game’s “Lord” character, or once they started 
to appear the player-created main character, 
gets the lion’s share of the narrative focus.

It’s through support conversations 
between characters that we get to see the 
actual depth of characters in a Fire Emblem 
game. Conversations between armored 
knight Kellam and VICE Games’ favorite 
farm boy, Donnel, in Awakening reveal that 
Kellam is a talented and knowledgeable 
horticulturalist. In Fates, stoic ninja Kagero’s 
support conversations tend to focus around 
her desire to improve as a painter and artist. 
These are facts that you just won’t see on 
the battlefield, but they give you glimpses 
into these character’s lives, motivations, 
histories… they help the player connect to 
these characters. To care about them and 
be invested in them. They are pretty freakin’ 
important.

Three Houses moved away from the 
“parent/child” mechanics of supports in 
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think “is in a likely monogamous relationship 
with someone else that is also the parent 
of their child” is definitely not a good look 
for a romantic support partner. More to the 
point, their S-rank support conversations do 
not involve expressions of romantic love or 
anything of the sort. Instead, both Gilbert 
and Alois express something akin to “Best 
Bros” friendship, the Final Fantasy XV kind of 
emotional dude friendship.

I’ve been teaching game design for 
almost ten years now, and in my game design 
classes, I tell my students that game design 
is the process of building an experience for 
the player. What a design team builds is, 
largely, a scaffold: an edifice that the player 
engages and has an experience with. You 
can’t control the player, and you can’t force 
them to do anything; the most you can do 
is convince or manipulate them, somehow, 
into doing things. A game is a space where 
players can create meaningful experiences 
for whatever value of “meaningful” is relevant 
to them.

and ages represented in the five options: 
Edelgard, Sothis, Mercedes, Rhea, and 
Dorothea. These characters represent young 
and old, noble and commoner, the grimly 
serious and the cheerfully friendly.

Comparatively, for men, Alois and Gilbert 
(two-thirds of the options!) are middle aged 
knights with existing families. And well… 
hoo boy. I’ve heard complaints about two 
of the S rank m/m options being “old men” 
compared to the third, who is a more typically 
young pretty boy type, and to that I say: I am 
40 years old and queer ageism is super real, 
so shut it. I admit that aesthetically, Gilbert 
and Alois aren’t my type and I wasn’t terribly 
excited by them, but that’s not the problem.

The problem is that the supposed S-rank 
romantic supports with Gilbert and Alois—
said older men—simply aren’t romantic 
supports at all. In the process of building 
a relationship with them, you find out both 
of them are married to women and have 
children! Now, “married to a woman” does 
not automatically mean “heterosexual,” but I 
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dude, and want to create that experience for 
myself in the game, and the game ostensibly 
says “we’ll allow that” then pulls the rug out 
from under me while not at all doing so for 
my heteronormative options, then this is the 
game closing the door in my face.

Fire Emblem games have always 
presented heteronormative worlds, and this is 
just another example of that. It’s notable that 
in the history of 16 games, spanning almost 
three decades, there has been one explicitly 
queer character that is even remotely 
acknowledged substantially by other 
characters in the game’s world in the form of 
Leon, and even he is a modern reimagining 
of what was, during Gaiden’s original release, 
a bit of a trope. While a few characters may 
show up in queer relationships in the Three 
Houses’ text-based epilogue, that’s about 
it. On Waypoint Radio,VICE Games’ Austin 
Walker and Patrick Klepek talked about 
how the game “doesn’t account for [queer 
characters] in the lore.” And they’re right: 
They’re just kinda there, if you want them to 

In looking at romance options in games, 
we need to consider them from this angle: 
What experiences do they scaffold? What 
meaningful experiences for the player does 
the game allow or, more importantly, which 
ones does it foreclose?

The same-gender romance supports in 
Three Houses—especially the male/male 
ones—are (pardon the pun) emblematic of 
a thing many games get wrong on this front 
all the time, and which Fire Emblem as a 
series has never been particularly good at. 
Yes, newer FE games have provided “queer 
options,” but those queer options often go 
hand-in-hand with something, be it narrative 
or mechanical or both, that shuts down or 
inhibits queer experiences of those options.

How am I supposed to feel, playing 
a dude Byleth, when I attach myself to 
Alois, spend time raising my support rank 
to S, hoping to create a meaningful queer 
romance with him only to be told “well I’m 
actually married with a kid but we can be 
best buds!” If I imagine my Byleth as a queer 
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up the experiences.
If queerness exists in those worlds, 

it’s something you add as the player, not 
something the game’s world provides for you 
to have a meaningful experience with.

But the series has never tried to support 
a reading that is critical of heteronormativity. 
Heteronormativity here means emphasizing 
the unspoken normality of heterosexuality, 
setting it as a baseline from which everything 
else is judged by its distance. The series’ 
relentless focus on lineage, bloodlines, and 
its invocation of imagined western European 
fantasy royalty as its central characters 
doesn’t help this at all, something that 
Awakening and Fates drove to extremes with 
the parent/child mechanic. FE heroes from 
Marth on down to Byleth are often defined by 
their blood relationship to some ancient hero, 
god, or royal line. Three Houses in particular 
hammers the issue of political marriages 
and “continuing the line” home over and over 
again.

be. Which is frustrating, because it’s not like 
this is a series that retreats from complex, 
political narrative themes.

Think about all the various story beats 
and ideological issues the various Fire 
Emblem games tackle. Controversial as it 
may be, the series uses permanent unit death 
to try and give emotional weight to your 
combat choices: Will you potentially sacrifice 
someone you care about for victory? If you 
see a former friend in the enemy ranks, do you 
bite down your feeling of betrayal and recruit 
them, or kill them off for their transgression? 
The Tellius games use the beast tribe Laguz 
as an extended metaphor for race relations, 
and Valentia’s story frequently looks at 
what level of self-sacrifice is necessary or 
warranted if it protects a loved one.

Even if a given player doesn’t necessarily 
have these experiences, the Fire Emblem 
games have provided plenty of structures to 
support them. I’ve used the word “scaffold” 
multiple times in this process, and that’s not 
a mistake. The design is a structure to hold 
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TOP 10 GAMES OF THE YEAR

CONTROL by Garrett Martin (Paste)
At its heart is the bureaucratic exploration of the unknown and 
unknowable, with the player stepping into the role of the new 
director of a government organization devoted to classifying 
and controlling unexplained phenomena. 

APEX LEGENDS by Nate Erickson (Paste)
As Fortnite achieved full technicolor world domination, it 
seemed there was little left to say when it came to battle 
royale. That was before Respawn Entertainment, the maker of 
Titanfall, shocked everyone by announcing and releasing the 
free-to-play Apex Legends on the same day. 

BABA IS YOU by Holly Green (Paste)
Baba Is You is a wonderful exercise in critical thinking and 
problem solving, where the objective is to break the rules in 
order to win. I truly love this game; there were certain puzzles 
that had such a surprising and delightful solution that I literally 
cried out loud.

DEVIL MAY CRY 5 by Nate Erickson (Paste)
Dante and Nero are back to battle the demons in this return 
to form for the hack-and-slash franchise. With guns blazing, 
swords clanging, and a new character, V, Capcom’s latest is 
DMC at its best.

GEARS 5 by Cameron Sherrill (Esquire)
Gears 5 marked the return of one of the few exclusives Xbox 
brings to the table. Fast-paced action, a ton of new modes, 
stunning visuals, and so much more make it a no-brainer for 
Xbox owners.

YOSHI’S CRAFTED WORLD by Garrett Martin (Paste)
Yoshi’s Crafted World is almost a kind of therapy for me. 
It’s like gaming detox. When I was fully overwhelmed by the 
stress and frustration of Sekiro, a retreat to the warm environs 
of this beautifully crafted world made all the difference. 
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THE OUTER WORLDS by Holly Green (Paste)
The writing has an irresistible humanity, and the factions, skill system, and dynamic companion 
interactivity offer a beautifully complicated depth that makes me mourn the loss of Fallout 4 all 
over again. With it, I don’t have to miss Fallout: New Vegas anymore—I can just enjoy what its 
core features have become. So far, this new horizon looks promising.

FIRE EMBLEM THREE HOUSES
by Cameron Sherrill (Esquire)
Few games have evoked so much emotion 
and thought from me. I’ve always liked the 
Fire Emblem franchise, loving some of the 
games, feeling more neutral about others. I 
can honestly say this is the most captivating 
entry in the series so far, with a phenomenal 
story, great training mechanics, and more.

RESIDENT EVIL 2
by Nate Erickson (Paste)
Resident Evil 2 is a PlayStation classic that 
got a fresh do-over on a modern console. The 
game that defined the survival horror genre 
looks better than ever as Leon and Claire do 
their best to get the hell out of Raccoon City. 

t o p  1 0  g a m e s  o f  t h e  y e a r

KINDGOM HEARTS III 
by Nate Erickson (Esquire)
Over a decade in the making, the colossal 
crossover project that is the Kingdom 
Hearts series got a fitting conclusion with 
III. Gorgeous graphics and clever storytelling 
make this one a must-play for anyone who’s 
still a kid at heart.
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Dragon Age: Inquisition
Electronic Arts | Bioware

Matt Baume (Out)

Turning Back to Dragon Age: Inquistion’s 
Breakout Gay Character

It’s been a little over half a decade since the 
release of Dragon Age: Inquisition, and video 
game journalists continue to marvel over 
“gaming’s breakout gay character.”

A new feature on the gaming site IGN 
traces the development of the character 
Dorian, originally referred to by his creator as 
“fully gay.”

Prior to Bioware’s Dragon Age, games 
had occasionally featured LGBT characters, 
but in almost all cases, they were only queer 
if the player specifically made the choice that 
they should be. Dorian was the first major 
example of a character who could only be 
gay, after decades of characters who could 
only be straight.

Dorian’s storyline also included what 
could be considered an “ex-gay” allegory. His 
father had attempted to change his sexual 
orientation, and Dorian responded by running 
away from home. 

Years later in the game, the player can 
either choose to help Dorian reconcile with 
his apologetic father, or to remain estranged. 
Watch the storyline unfold in the video below.

“I suppose this aspect of Dorian will 
make him controversial in some corners, but 
I was glad to include it,” series creator David 
Gaider told IGN in 2014. “It made writing 
Dorian a very personal experience for me, 
and I’m hopeful that will make him seem like 
a fully realized character to fans in the end.”

Dragon Age included another breakout 
character: Krem, a trans man who is accepted 
by in-game characters. Krem’s storyline 
provides players with the opportunity to ask 
questions, and demonstrates how one can 
be accepting and considerate of the feelings 
of trans people.

When the game came out, there was a 
flurry of coverage and controversy over the 
characters. Now that the excitement has 
died down a bit, it’s a good time to take a 
step back and examine the reaction. How 
did people respond to Dragon Age’s queer-
inclusive content?

That depends on whom you ask.

t h r o w b a c k s
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Donec lectus odio, egestas 
eget consectetur sit amet, tempor vitae sem. 
Aliquam vehicula luctus odio et gravida. 
Etiam congue consequat turpis ut ultrices. 
Maecenas massa augue, pellentesque non 
erat ac, iaculis congue augue. In vitae velit a 
erat condimentum aliquam. Duis tempus erat 
sit amet lacus aliquet, nec vestibulum felis 
interdum. Cras semper ligula vestibulum, 
tincidunt lacus eu, porttitor lorem. Duis 
fermentum, risus at gravida ullamcorper, 
mauris nulla porta leo, ac lacinia purus 
purus eget lacus. Donec condimentum nunc 
massa, volutpat efficitur purus commodo in.

Nulla id sem eu nulla blandit luctus. Etiam 
pellentesque ac urna at auctor. Ut et suscipit 
massa. Suspendisse potenti. Pellentesque 
habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus 
et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 
Donec placerat rhoncus nisl, quis tincidunt 
erat viverra sed. Ut et condimentum risus. 
Quisque quis lectus ut nisl mattis fringilla a 
in enim. Donec interdum nisl velit, ut tristique 

Vivamus sem lectus, finibus eu eleifend 
eu, semper at purus. Suspendisse accumsan, 
leo vestibulum tincidunt sodales, sem turpis 
fermentum mauris, id convallis augue libero 
sed dolor.

Sed euismod nisi vel porttitor rhoncus. 
Aenean nec sapien nibh. Vestibulum ante 
ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et 
ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Nulla ac 
luctus neque, non euismod diam. Nunc 
neque ex, faucibus id pulvinar at, rhoncus 
aliquam dui. Morbi porta dolor non porta 
condimentum. Praesent ut tellus sed tortor 
suscipit scelerisque. Morbi non erat auctor, 
faucibus eros non, hendrerit eros. Morbi 
feugiat, risus ac tincidunt fringilla, diam orci 
luctus leo, sodales dictum magna eros id 
eros. Donec lacus tortor, imperdiet quis ligula 
id, luctus interdum turpis. Pellentesque porta 
finibus nibh, quis finibus ex aliquam vel.

Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique 
senectus et netus et malesuada fames 
ac turpis egestas. Morbi quis tristique 
mi. Quisque a auctor augue. Vivamus at 

t h r o w b a c k s
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Stardew Valley
Chucklefish | ConcernedApe

Heather Hogan (Autostraddle)

Stardew Valley Helped My Sister and I 
Bond and Helped Her Come Out 

My sister spent so much time trying to nudge 
me out of the closet it took her years to come 
out as bisexual after I came out as a lesbian. 
We grew up in a Southern Baptist church 
in rural Georgia. Pop culture depictions of 
queer women weren’t exactly flourishing in 
the ’80s and ’90s, and our Sunday School 
teacher thought the Smurfs were a gateway 
to Satanic blood sacrifice. It took me and 
Jenn a long time to wrap our heads around 
what it meant to be gay; the idea that there 
was more than one way to be gay eluded us 
for decades.

Despite the fact that I’m only a year older 
than her and we shared a bathroom and a 
ride to school every single day of our teenage 
lives, we never got giddy together over our 
respective crushes. I didn’t want to talk to 
her about her kissing boys because I didn’t 
want to talk about how I didn’t want to kiss 
boys, and she didn’t want to talk to me about 
kissing girls because of how tortured I was 
by my desire to kiss girls.

Jenn recently took a tumble that landed 
her in bed for a few weeks, and so she 

downloaded a video game for herself the first 
time in her adult life. Stardew Valley. And at 
the tender ages of 36 and 38, we finally got to 
swoon over girls together.

Stardew Valley, which celebrated its 
one-year anniversary just this week is, at its 
heart, a farming simulation game. But it’s a 
lot more than that, too. It’s like Harvest Moon 
and Animal Crossing had an 8-bit baby. It’s 
Farmville written by a storyteller. 

Besides the farming and mining and 
fishing and raising animals and crafting and 
battling bouncing monsters, Stardew Valley 
is a rich world of character building. Nearly 
everyone in town has their own story arc 
that you learn, piece by piece, as you level 
up your friendships. Plus, there are twelve 
romanceable players, six guys and six gals, 
all open and available. 

Jenn and I live seven hundred and twenty-
three miles apart, but three days into her 
first spring in Stardew Valley, we were ten-
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nephew snoozing in the back in his car seat. 
I said, “I need to tell you something. I need to 
tell you I’m gay.” She smiled and kept her eyes 
on the road. She said, “I know.” She made me 
watch Ellen’s “The Puppy Episode” in high 
school. She made me watch The L Word as 
an adult. She took me to Pride parades and 
we ran in gay 5Ks. “Dora the Explorer is a 
lesbian!” the guys handing out the paper 
cups at the water station would yell out. Jenn 
would yell back, “Today would be a perfect 
day for anyone to come out!”

Jenn came out to me at a picnic table 
over a beer. “Bisexual,” she said. “Bisexual, 
is that okay?” I said, “Of course it’s okay.” I 
said, “It’s better than okay.” I said, “It’s who 
you are!”

Video games are for everyone. They’re 
for anyone. They’re cool because they let 
you conquer and vanquish evil the way you 
wish you could in the real world. They’re cool 
because they show you a world that could 
have been, and a world where it’s just okay 
to be.

years-old together again, texting each other 
updates constantly about our crops and our 
crafts and the girls we were falling for.

Jenn and I got an Atari 2600 for Christmas 
when we were in kindergarten/first grade, 
and a Nintendo for Christmas when we were 
in fourth/fifth grade. We took turns playing 
Pole Position when our grandma brought 
us along to the laundromat, and Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles at the convention center 
where our mom worked the concession 
stand. When our little world was too much 
to handle, and when our lives drifted apart as 
we grew up, we always came back to Mario. 
Matching lime green bean bags, crashing and 
smashing our way through Goombas, Cheep 
Cheeps, and Koopa Paratroopas.

I married a girl for the first time in Skyrim. 
Jenn married a girl for the first time in Stardew 
Valley. I wonder what it would have been like 
for us to grow up playing video games where 
girls marry girls and boys marry boys. I was 
in my late 20s when I came out to Jenn in 
real life. We were driving down the road, my 
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Decentralizing Heteronormativity in 
Nier: Automata



The key piece of cover art to the game may mislead you.
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manage to meet. Both android and machine 
attempt to form socialization, organization, 
and self-identification from the leftover 
wreckage of a long dead human race and 
reap only sorrow for their efforts. 

The androids, built in humanity’s image, 
can define emotions, yet are told to reject 
them in contradiction of their bodies. The 
machines, built for humanity’s extinction, 
absorb human behaviors through osmosis 
on the ruins of Earth and clumsily pantomime 
human customs in grotesque displays 
of gender, piety, and government. Both 
android and machine yearn to establish real, 
enduring connection, but will never succeed 
through conditioned contradictions and 
pantomimes that reach towards assimilation 
into something in which they may never 
truly belong. The automata are trapped in 
this cycle of imitate, contradict, repeat and I 
can’t help but look at that cycle and see an 
uncanny reflection of queer experience.

By this comparison, I do not mean to say 
the experiences of the automata are perfectly 

The last time I wrote about Nier: 
Automata, I wrote about repetition. I began 
with 2B’s grim opening lines and talked 
about how the game’s combat conveys the 
numbingly repetitive nature of war as seen in 
the androids’ struggle to win back Earth from 
the aliens’ machines in humanity’s name. I 
want to revisit those words, not only because 
they are still sweet as hell and I will capitalize 
on every chance I get to invoke them, but 
because I want to expand on the thematic 
work they do. 2B’s says:

We are perpetually trapped…in a never-
ending spiral of life and death.

Is this a curse? Or some kind of 
punishment?

I often think about the god who blessed 
us with this cryptic puzzle…and wonder if we’ll 
ever have the chance to kill him.

The game’s titular automata are trapped 
in a cycle of bodily violence and also in one 
of emotional unfulfillment. Nier: Automata is 
a game in which sentient beings reach out for 
connection towards one another, yet never 



Adam and Eve, two male presenting but functionally sexless robots.
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of their own people. If they are allowed to 
learn about queerness and are able to find 
it in themselves, they are then taught that 
their queerness is only acceptable if it fits 
as closely to cisgender, heteronormative 
norms as possible. If you present as male, 
act masculine. If you present as female, act 
feminine. Make sure your clothing choices 
align with your assigned gender. Only use 
male or female pronouns and use them 
according to your assigned gender. Decide 
which of you is the “man” of the couple, and 
I mean couple, no more–and regardless 
of whether you are asexual–no less. Nier: 
Automata may not dive into all the ways an 
automaton may identify, but the overall idea 
of conditioning holding a group of sentient 
beings back from living their truest selves is 
there.

It makes itself known through the 
introduction of Adam and Eve, two machines 
who take human form, but act in contradiction 
of and rebellion against humanity’s norms for 
existence. Outside of the fiction of the story, 

analogous to that of queer people. Rather, 
throughout my time through Nier: Automata‘s 
five major endings, I couldn’t help but read 
queerness into their fruitless attempts at 
enduring connection. So apparent was the 
inherent queerness of this conflict, it felt 
less like I was reading between lines and 
more like the soldiers of YoRHa were lifting 
their blindfolds to conspicuously wink at me 
between the clashes of swords on metal and 
dialogue filled with existential befuddlement.

The characters of Nier: Automata 
suffer because they limit themselves to the 
confines of human socialization though their 
artificial intelligence and mechanical bodies 
differ from and transcend humanity. Neither 
the android nor the machines ever think 
they can aspire to more than humanity’s 
limited means of connection, as the former 
have been conditioned to question nothing 
while the latter lack the processing power. 
Queer people also endure conditioning from 
birth; first being taught they do not exist, 
then that they do exist, but they are not one 



A2, a rogue YoRHa unit.
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to act against cisgender, heteronormative 
conventions and work towards cultural and 
legislative progress.

I bring the persecution of trans women 
of color to the forefront to illuminate another 
troubling parallel between the marginalization 
of queer people and the dynamics of android, 
machine, and human in Nier: Automata. 
All too often, trans people (trans women of 
color in particular, as racism is not exclusive 
to heteronormativity) face persecution from 
within the queer community itself. Cisgender, 
heteronormative norms and conventions 
teach us that even if we allow queerness 
to exist, othered and marginalized though 
it may be, transgender people are one step 
too far, defying not only heteronormative 
expectations, but the expectations of some 
nebulous ideas about “nature.” As queer 
people are conditioned to accept these ideas, 
they persecute their trans siblings, excluding 
them from their feminism, their activism, 
their representations, and their socialization.

When a revelation is made near the 

they also reject heteronormative gender 
expectations for the player. Adam and Eve 
both presenting as male immediately invert 
expectations that accompany the biblical 
apple biters being referenced. Adam and 
Eve are the characters that reveal the murder 
of the aliens by their own creation and 
weapons, the machines. Though Adam and 
Eve were not the aliens’ killers themselves, 
they are inspired by past machines’ abilities 
to evolve beyond the conditions they were 
assigned. They plan to use that knowledge 
to evolve further and find their own means 
of existence and connection, divorced from 
the expectations and norms salvaged from 
the ruins of humanity which the machines 
attempt to replicate. 

This is an incredibly queer thread to 
follow which makes me think about activists 
like Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia Rivera who 
paved the way for queer rights activism in the 
United States. It was trans women of color 
who were and are the most persecuted of the 
queer community, yet were the most willing 



2B and 9S, injured, in the prologue of the game.
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to continue the cycle of imitate, contradict, 
repeat.

Before I continue, let me be clear, I am 
not comparing the machines’ culling by the 
genocidal androids to the persecution of 
trans people by other queer people as perfect 
analogies. Queer people are not storming 
into trans spaces and slaughtering them 
as they attempt worship or civilization and 
trans people do not only act on simplistic 
instinct as the machines in Nier: Automata. 
Making one-to-one analogies between 
fictional beings like orcs or mutants and 
real-world marginalized people can–and 
often does–lead to thorny territory. I instead 
want to compare the broader conflicts as 
presented in the game and those of reality in 
this exercise of reading queerness into the 
game and showing how the game resonated 
with my lived queer experience. One would 
hope this would be obvious and require no 
disclaimer, but in short, I promise I don’t have 
my wires crossed here.

Now then, who else could bring my 

end of Nier: Automata‘s story that androids 
and machines are made from the same 
cores, this cements the ironic tragedy of the 
androids and machines warring against one 
another on behalf uncaring creators, as not 
only are they both automata, but they are 
shaped from the same clay through which 
their creators condition them. It becomes 
progressively more apparent that the 
androids and machines shouldn’t be fighting 
one another and instead warring against 
the conditioning that led to their conflict so 
they may evolve beyond it. Little else is so 
discouraging to me as the sight of queer 
people persecuting transgender people, 
excluding asexual people, or erasing bisexual 
people. Though the ways in which each queer 
person is persecuted varies depending on 
their race, gender, ability, or socioeconomic 
status, one of the major sources of our 
oppression is a shared weight beneath 
cisgender, heteronormative expectation. If 
we war on each other rather than against the 
culture which disenfranchised us, we only act 
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cisgender, heteronormative (Tired of hearing 
these words yet? Me too.) expectations and 
norms and continue to evolve beyond them, 
reaffirming our own identities. We, however, 
do not have a rocket-propelled ark through 
which we might yeet the hell away from the 
expectations of our straight oppressors. 
Our fates are more in line with Ending E, 
in which 2B, 9S, and A2 are rebuilt, their 
memories intact, to continue the cycle of 
imitate, contradict, repeat. Their hope is that 
in continuing the cycle, perhaps something 
different might eventually happen, for “a 
future is not given to you, it is something you 
must take for yourself.”

Such is the queer experience. A lot of 
the time I feel like I’m repeating the same 
explanations, the same justifications, the 
same entreaties on behalf of my existence 
and that of queer people everywhere. We 
win marriage equality one year, they ban 
trans people from the military the next, then 
legislate discrimination against us the year 
after that. Just as Nier: Automata presents 

comparison home but Adam and Eve? In 
Ending D, 9S learns the giant tower which 
emerges from the earth beneath the ruined 
city will fire the “memories” of Earth’s 
machines into space, letting them leave 
behind the primitive remains of humanity and 
begin a new life among the stars. In deciding 
whether to leave with Adam, Eve, and the 
machines, 9S asks himself:

What have I been fighting for?
Who have I been living for?
I don’t know anymore.
9S realizes he’s been fighting and 

living for humanity’s sake, not his own, 
and the player may choose if he joins the 
machines on their ark into space. Either 
way, the machines finally leave the Earth 
and humanity’s incompatible means of 
connection behind to evolve past them and 
connect through means of their own. This is 
an answer the game offers for the automata 
yearning to connect and it’s one that I’d 
love to offer to queer people. We should 
absolutely not let ourselves be limited by 
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Pokemon Sword and Shield

Very few things in life can 
make me as happy as a great 
Pokemon RPG, and Sword and 
Shield repeatedly left me in a 
state of pure, child-like joy. The 
elated surprise of not knowing 
what’s coming is something 
this series does extremely well 
iand I’m glad that sense of 
wonder is still alive and kicking 
in Sword and Shield. 

With every new game in 
this 23-year-old series, changes 
big and small are always made, 
but I’ve never been willing to 
declare the latest entry the new 

gold standard for Pokemon 
because they’ve consistently 
been a balance of better and 
worse. But the first mainline 
game on the Switch has 
changed that.

Experiencing the avalanche 
of improvements made me 
realize just how complacent 
I’d become with Pokemon 
mechanics that were, in 
hindsight, less than ideal. While 
this series has always been 
great about introducing new 
players with thorough tutorials, 
it seems crazy that experienced 
players have never been able to 
skip them until now. Just tell the 
NPC you know what’s up and 
they’ll get out of the way and let 
you get down to the business of 
catching and training – you can 
even catch Pokemon without 
being told how, and doing so 
automatically skips the tutorial. 

Likewise, travel across 
the map has been made fast 
and convenient, and even 
connecting with other people 
is as simple as pressing the 
Y button. And perhaps most 

overdue of all, Sword and 
Shield have killed the sacred 
cow of the traditional random 
encounters that have all too 
often made exploring feel like a 
slog. All throughout, Sword and 
Shield feels like it respects your 
time.

Sword and Shield manage 
to fix all of these problems while 
leaving Pokemon’s signature 
charm not just intact, but 
enhanced by the Switch’s huge 
graphical leap over the 3DS. I 
never want to go back.

Sword and Shield are 
extremely familiar and 
comfortable thanks to a pretty 
traditional setup: you pick one 
of three starter Pokemon and 
then head off across the Galar 
region to capture and train 
more, defeat eight unique and 
exciting gym challenges, and 
become a Pokemon master 
over the course of about 40 
hours.

All of this is the same old 
song and dance we’ve seen, 
but Sword and Shield roll out 
some immediate, noticeable 
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Precious baby Sobble deserves a hug.
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Pokemon encounters. Random 
encounters are gone, replaced 
by Pokemon who are actually 
visible and inhabiting the 
overworld.

There is no theoretical 
“Zubat problem,” per se, in 
Pokemon Sword and Shield. 
The Galar Region’s native 
Pokemon are so abundant 
(sorry, Nintendo won’t let me 
confirm any numbers yet) with 
different types that there was 
never any single species that 
overcrowded an area.

A big reason for all this 
choice is the incredibly early 
introduction of the awesome 
new Wild Area, which also 
opens up within the first two 
hours. It’s a large, open space 
enclosed by steep cliffs and 
peppered with groves of trees, 
lakes, and tiny islands. It’s a 

little visually bland, but there 
are some (decorative) ruins to 
be found and, deeper within, a 
sandy area with huge rocks.

Pokemon Sword and 
Pokemon Shield are closer to 
my dream Pokemon RPGs than 
anything that’s come before. 
I’d still like better cutscenes, 
companion Pokemon, the 
complete Pokedex, and a more 
visually interesting Wild Area, 
but nitpicks are just not very 
effective when everything else 
was such a complete joy to 
play.

changes that make the whole 
thing just... better. It starts with 
basic stuff; you can finally skip 
tutorials if you know what’s up. 
And you can even start catching 
Pokemon before being taught 
how.

While previous games 
already made the excellent 
decision to remove HMs, the 
systems that replaced them 
have been improved even more 
here. I thought I’d miss Sun and 
Moon’s rideable Pokemon when 
it came to getting around the 
map, but Sword and Shield’s 
Rotom Bike and Corviknight 
Taxi service are so quick, easy, 
and seamless that they leave 
the old system in their dust.

All of these quality-of-
life improvements, though 
fantastic, barely hold a 
candle to the approach to 
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Obsidian, a developer that’s 
made sequels to both BioWare’s 
Star Wars: Knights of the 
Old Republic and Bethesda’s 
Fallout 3, has merged those 
two distinctive flavors, and they 
taste great together. I wouldn’t 
quite call this space-frontier 
themed adventure the best of 
both, but it’s a creative and well-
made take that’s both familiar 
and new all at once.

The Outer Worlds takes 
place in a solar system-wide 
colony ruled by corporate 
feudalism and filled with dark 

humor. Everywhere you look 
there’s a satirical slogan or 
crazy-eyed mascot, a worker 
being treated as hilariously 
disposable, and oppressive 
propaganda and policies 
keeping everybody in line. 
And, as a big fan of the short-
lived sci-fi western show 
Firefly, I spotted its influences 
everywhere. From the on-the-
nose “Firefly” branding on the 
energy weapon ammo to the 
fact that your junky transport’s 
young naive engineer lady talks 
pretty much exactly like Kaylee, 
it’s layered on thick in a way I 
did appreciate.

In some ways it’s nice that 
the story doesn’t put a face on 
the evil corporate Board that 
rules over this isolated colony 
until around two thirds of the 
way through the roughly 30-
hour campaign – and even 
when they do they’re not all that 
menacing. On one hand, The 
Outer Worlds feels aimless for a 
long time, but on the other, that 
means the quest to help a mad-
ish scientist revive your fellow 

colonists from hibernation sort 
of fades into the background 
as you casually wander into 
the middle of morally gray 
local conflicts and pick winners 
and losers. Sometimes by 
throwing a switch to declare 
your preference for the winners, 
and sometimes by simply 
shooting said losers. The first 
big quest has major parallels to 
Fallout 3’s signature Megaton 
choice, though while I did enjoy 
hearing about the philosophical 
differences between various 
factions, there aren’t many 
big surprises or Megaton-like 
“wow” moments in how quests 
play out. The Outer Worlds 
feels smaller in scale than that, 
though, so that works well.

 It’s a very familiar format to 
anybody who’s played a Fallout 
game, in that there are almost 
always multiple ways to fight, 
talk, or sneak your way through 
– and notably there are different 
speech skills to lie, persuade, 
or intimidate your way past 
adversaries. Those all result in 
the same outcome if your skill 
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The Outer Worlds
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Nyoka, one of the six recruitable companions in the game.
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Because The Outer Worlds 
is split into smaller open-world 
maps, there’s definitely not as 
much discoverable stuff out 
there to unexpectedly stumble 
upon between quest markers, 
but there’s still a fair amount 
to hunt down. That includes 
a set of powerful and unique 
“Science weapons,” such as an 
honest-to-goodness shrink ray. 

Not every idea is a remix 
of Bethesda and BioWare, 
though. Obsidian has its own 
clever things to add to The 
Outer Worlds, like the way 
its skill and perks systems 
incorporate companions into 
your character build by adding 
their stats to your own. If you’re 
concentrating your skills on 
guns and dialogue, you can 
balance yourself out by bringing 
along Max to boost hacking and 

Parvati to boost engineering. 
Since you can’t control your 
companions directly, this 
solution makes a lot of sense.

With The Outer Worlds, 
Obsidian has found its own path 
in the space between Bethesda 
and BioWare, and it’s a great 
one. And considering that new 
RPGs from either of those 
influential developers are still 
years away, this game couldn’t 
have been timed any better. It’s 
not as explorable as one big 
open world but it still packs in a 
large portion of flexible quests 
and conflicts within its series of 
smaller ones. And the combat, 
character, and companion 
systems have enough new 
spins on existing ideas to make 
it feel like an homage with its 
own personality rather than a 
copy.

is high enough to enable the 
dialogue options (which are 
labeled to indicate which one is 
being used, as in Fallout: New 
Vegas) but it lets you have a say 
in whether your character plays 
the role of scoundrel, diplomat, 
or thug.

One surprise is how bug-
free it all is. Especially since the 
rushed development of Fallout: 
New Vegas, Obsidian has 
carried around a reputation for 
games being buggy at launch, 
but if my experience playing 
through The Outer Worlds on 
PC is any indication it might 
be the game to change that 
perception. I’ve only had one 
temporarily broken side quest 
(where I couldn’t turn it in to the 
questgiver for a while) in more 
than 30 hours – other than that 
it’s been extremely smooth.
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Before You Go

Looking Forward to 2020

Before we say goodbye, here are just a few  titles we’re looking 
forward to covering in our Spring 2020 edition.

...and here are some titlesx that we’ll turn back time and revisit  
from the years gone past.
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The Last of Us: Part II

Fallout:New Vegas

Final Fantasy VII: REMAKE

Bayonetta

Animal Crossing: New Horizons

Paper Mario: The Thousand-Year Door

Cyberpunk 2077

Deadly Premonition: Blessing in Disquise

Overwatch 2

Life is Strange 2: Episode 5 / Wolves






